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EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW
3 Years Executive Assistant
Brian Blake, Red Vanilla
RETAIL - TABLETOP

3.5 Years Executive Assistant
Tony Abbatine, Frozen Ropes
SPORTS TRAINING CENTERS & VENUE - FRANCHISE

1.5 Years Executive Assistant
Darold Londo, Caesars Luxury Resort & Casino
HOSPITALITY

5 Years Director
Community Connection & Business Expos
NON-PROFIT, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

4 Years President, Chamber of Commerce &
Director, Economic Development: Woodbury
NON-PROFIT

10 Years Director
Branding and Visual Merchandising, MIKASA
RETAIL- TABLETOP

2 Years Director
Branding and Visual Merchandising, The Sak
RETAIL- HANDBAGS

PERSONALITY  PROFILE
I am charismatic, magnetic, infectious with my positive mindset,
cultured, judicious, ambitious, independent, motivating, and
trustworthy. I have sharp wit, and a sense of humor.

SKILLS
- Extremely structured and organized.
- Excellent management  and time-management.
- Ability to work independently, with professional, utmost discretion.
- Insightful, with strategic and precise problem solving.
- Excellent communication, writing, and editing.
- Creative and resourceful.
- Ability to conduct research and present data in a succinct and 
   well-written manner.
- Invaluable networking and relationship building.
- Work well with a broad range of people globally, with cultural  
   awareness and sensitivity.

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Programs: Microsoft- Excel, Word, Power Point, Google Docs/ G Suite,
Adobe, Canva
Calendars: Microsoft and Google
Online Team & Task Management: Redbooth, Microsoft Teams
Conference & Online Meetings: Zoom, GoTo Meetings, BlueJeans,
Microsoft Meets
Website builds: Wix, Wordpress
Email: Constant Contact, Mailchimp
Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Reddit, Pinterest with
experience in Ads & Business Manager
File Sharing: Dropbox, Slack, Smartfile, Weshare, Google Drive

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Book Author, with focus on Meet The Author Events in Schools, and
annual donations to Military Families: US ARMY, West Point, USMC,
AIRF, underprivileged children, and inner city schools.

Past Board Member and President, Woodbury Chamber of Commerce.
- Raised Membership to an all time high
- Coordinated and hosted numerous, productive and well attended B2B and
- B2C events over the course of 5 years
- Influenced local Economic Development 
- Recruited businesses for local investment and development

Host of large scaled networking events and Government Relations
promoting Economic Development.

Awarded Community Connection Advocate of the Year for the Monroe -
Woodbury Central School District.  ( 6,700 + Students)

Established a Non-Profit Enrichment Center and coordinated all events
for a Financial Planning Firm.
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CAREER SUMMARY

Provided organization, clarity and direction for Mr. Abbatine's professional goals and Frozen Ropes
Business Development Opportunities.
Attended and managed meeting communication in preparation, during, and follow up.
Researched and secured Mr. Abbatine's College Guest Lecture and other Speaking Engagements.
Acted as liaison for Investors, Franchise Leads, Corporate Partnerships and all Public Relations.
Provided rapid response for branding and reputation management.
Crafted press releases, sought out media coverage and capitalized on public engagement.
Resourced and delegated a re-branding strategy with a fresh web design, marketing standards and
social media.
Created structure and templates for local business and Corporate Human Resources and Standards
of Operation, with adequate follow up training.
Sourced, implemented and trained in various apps and online platforms for effective social media,
marketing, events, corporate and community communications.
Conceptualized and launched a Frozen Ropes "Powered By" program for 3 - 7 year strategic growth.

3.5 YEARS | SEPTEMBER 2016 - MARCH 2020

Consultant, Business Strategy 
Frozen Ropes Franchise,  MLB & USA Softball, Consultant, Tony Abbatine   

Consultant, Business Strategy 
Red Vanilla
3.5 YEARS | MAY 2017 - CURRENT

Help determine personal and professional 5 year goals, and provide organization to keep  

Provide meeting preparation and organization, with well communicated briefings.
Attend all meetings, note-take, and convert take-aways into organized, digestible action plans for
upper management and direction for staff.
Follow up with all meetings, and progress of goals, with well communicated recaps.
Manage and execute Real Estate transactions.
Manage Mr. Blake's Linkedin account and professional networking.
Run all errands as needed, particularly time sensitive transactions.
Network and secure PR opportunities in press and related industries.
Seek appropriate sourcing, distribution and market opportunities and coordinate related travel.
Research and suggest expansion opportunities for Online Sales.
Create company organization, strategy and structure, including: closing Brick & Mortar Retail
Store, condensing warehouse space & expenses, adapting new best practices for staff 
Create Staff Communication tools, for hiring, training, and reviewing. 
Interview, hire and help supervise expanding staff.
Recruit Business Partner opportunities and act as Account Liaison.
Develop re-branded marketing and communicate roll out with accounts and vendors.
Advise on product development.
Coordinate assortment, timing and promotions with Buyers and online distribution outlets.
Negotiate product and terms with suppliers, including accompany Mr. Blake on visits to overseas
factories and attending Trade Shows.
Analyze sales and implement new product introductions, assortments, and liquidation plans.
Design and execute resourceful Trade Shows for NYC, Frankfurt and Chicago.
Contract Showroom space and lease terms.

       Mr. Blake on track with schedules, periodic reassessments and accountability.
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Consultant, Community Connection & Business Strategy
Caesar's Luxury Hotel & Casino

Assisted Mr. Londo in day to day operations, schedules, and travel arrangements.
Prepared Mr.Londo for meetings with thorough research and briefings.
Built and maintained Community and Business Development relationships.
Managed office and travel expenses.
Sought out and coordinated business development opportunities in appearances and
engagements for Mr. Londo.
Full PR responsibilities with writing press releases, media coverage, and promoting creative events.
Planned, ran and filled community events.
Acted as Community Liaison for networking and resourcing. 
Developed local, county, regional and state relationships for business partnership and support.
Created a temporary NY Office with facility organization, recruiting, hiring, training and managing
local staff.
Produced a Tourism and Attraction Strategy to be included in Caesar's NY application to the State.
Recruited and signed over 850 contracts of Intent to Do Business for local sourcing.

1.5 YEARS | APRIL 2014 - DEC 2015

Founder, Bumble Fly Community Connection & Business Expo's                                         

Planned and operated Annual Expos for over 190 Vendors, in a variety of School Districts,
promoting local awareness and Community support.
Recruited Vendors, Sponsors and Media Coverage.
Created marketing material and social media campaigns.
Provided real world experience for students, and portfolio build for FBLA members through Expo
planning and fulfilling staffing needs.
Spoke as Guest Lecturer in FBLA Club Meetings and Business Classes of the importance of
Community, Leadership and Cultivating.

5 YEARS | APRIL 2013 -MAY 2017

Director, Branding and Visual Merchandising 
MIKASA, New York (10 years) and THE SAK, San Francisco  (2 years)                              
                                                                               

Designed and ran country-wide Trade Shows (NY Javitz,  Las Vegas Mandalay,  Chicago
McCormick Place) and Showrooms (San Francisco, NYC, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas).
Planned and orchestrated New Store Openings and Resets.
Determined and implemented inventory assortments, marketing, branding and visual
presentation directives company-wide.
Supervised Regional Managers.
Attended Weekly Business Strategy Meetings with Executive Management.
Created Retail Store and Department Store new shop concepts to increase revenue.

12 YEARS | JUNE 1992 - MAY 2004
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CAREER SUMMARY
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ORGANIZATION & COMMUNICATION

Email folders by subject, labeled as they come in.
Email subject lines clear, for easy sorting and quick search.
File folders titled clearly, with sensible file titles.
Task Management programs, either online or apps.
Documents, workload set by priority and easy reach for meetings.
Task Recaps, Meeting research, and briefing for preparedness.

Everyday Organization

CHRISTINE  DEROHANNESIAN

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Sharing the company vision and big picture goals.
Adopting TAO (Trust, Action, Ownership).
Recognizing COPA (Communication, Organization, Planning, Accountability) 

Shared Big Picture Goals in digestible, visual presentations/charts with $ and timelines. (Dry erase
board Goal Charts, printed PPT's, etc)
Assigned all staff clear roles, and showed their significance to the overall operations.
Requested Upper Management to produce Weekly Priority Projects, that once approved by me,
would then each provide a 5 minute briefing at the weekly meeting.
Introduced a Weekly Meeting Agenda, with time allocation, that would be shared with the staff prior
to the meeting, and kept a very strict counter of time.  If a specific topic required more attention, then
we would immediately assign a follow up break out meeting with those relevant. 
Conducted 30/60/90 Day Performance reviews, which forced neglected conversations from both
parties (Tony-Staff). I sat in the reviews or sometimes even delivered them, with Tony attending. This
exercise promoted positive reinforcement and personal growth. 

Efficient working environment.
 All staff on the same page.
Less staff turnover.
Shared responsibilities vs 3 work horses carrying heavy loads. 
 Accountability.
Positive/ motivating environment.   

 Staff Communication & Accountability

Frozen Ropes

I introduced a very structured method (that works for them) in:

       - they used to call me the "Copa Queen".

The main vehicle driving this all, was more productive meetings.

In the past, meetings would feel he was just showing up and venting or going on a rant, talking to
himself.  At the same time, the staff always dreaded meetings. 
I took steps to get the staff involved, with more buy-in, and accountability:

The results:
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ORGANIZATION & COMMUNICATION

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Weekly Meeting Agenda Template

Staff  Review
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ORGANIZATION & COMMUNICATION

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Staff Roles 
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Hiring, Privacy and Non-Compete Disclosures, All Companies.
Review of Lawsuit and Response, Frozen Ropes.

Intent To Do Business, over 850 local resourcing contracts, Caesar's Luxury Hotel & Casino
Media/Press Contracts, All Companies.
Contract Agreements to launch Franchise or Powered By, Frozen Ropes.
Acquisition and Partnership Agreements, Red Vanilla.
Factory Agreements and Overseas Logistics, Red Vanilla.
Leases for Tradeshows and Showrooms, Red Vanilla.
Vendor and Contractor Scope of Work, All Companies.
Property Sales, including Real Estate, Town Applications, Real Estate Lawyer documents, Mr. Blake.

Award for Business Application to New York State, Caesar's Luxury Hotel & Casino.
Franchise Proposals (Business Plan) to local Government for approval, Frozen Ropes.
Franchise Owner Annual Meeting, PPT. Business Review, Growth Plans and Training, Frozen Ropes.
Key Note Guest Speaker, MLB Training and College Lecture PPT's. Tony Abbatine, Frozen Ropes.
For Sale By Owner Sales Doc, Mr. Blake.
Annual Business Strategy, Frozen Ropes and Red Vanilla.

LEGAL DOCUMENTS

AGREEMENTS/CONTRACTS

PRESENTATIONS

DOCUMENTS: Creation, Review, Edit

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Agreement/Contract
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DOCUMENTS: Creation, Review, Edit

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Agreement/Contract
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DOCUMENTS: Creation, Review, Edit

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Presentation
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DOCUMENTS: Creation, Review, Edit

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Power Point
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Organization P&L
Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Annual Sales Analysis or Performance Reports
3 - 5 Year Projections
Budgets: Overall and departmental
Inventory
C.O.G.S. (Cost of Goods Sold)
Appearance Schedule
Research Data
Data for Presentations (Charts)

EXCEL: Creation, Analysis, Recommendations

WORK PORTFOLIO
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Product Performance, Inventory
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EXCEL: Creation, Analysis, Recommendations

WORK PORTFOLIO
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5 Year Sales Comps

Research Data

Category Pie Chart



STRATEGIC THINKING

Suggestions I made that shifted the Business Model or CEO's Goals

FROZEN ROPES "Powered By"

Instead of hunting down Investors to create new Franchise locations, to find struggling existing Facilities
and empower them with a "Powered by Frozen Ropes" concept.  Tony Abbatine continues with this
strategy today, as I mentioned, not only with facilities, but also with Travel Team organizations.  I have
built that strategy into a 10 year Business Plan, contributing to Mr. Abbatine's retirement.

Tony Abbatine, "Write a Book"

Tony does many MLB, USA Softball and National College training/appearances.  Each time, he scrambles
for material to pull from various directives, videos or PPT's to use for each. Separately, one of the very
first things I recognized with Tony that would help him with clear direction, focused efforts and precise
goals, was to go through the exercise of writing a Book. Within the first 2 months of working with him, I
planted the seed. By the second year, we were pulling together all training materials, the operational
directives of running a business, and being more productive with his visionary mind, by subject.
Together, we organized it all, created an outline, and made sense of an extremely complex man and
multi-layered business. I suggested to keep to his business goals, and to capitalize on the growing e-
commerce, whilst positioning himself for a 10 year retirement plan, he not only write ONE master book,
but to divide his subjects into dissected "Playbooks". 

In this case, he will:
1. Have specific material to quickly reference for appearances, per audience, ie: Little League Instruction,
School Ball, College, MLB and per training topic: Hitting, Pitching, Mental Skills, Vision Training. 
2. Have PRODUCT he can sell either before, during, or as a follow up, after his appearances, for Athletes
and Coaches to purchase. 

Eventually, this income can help sustain him, transitioning to retirement, from hands on operations, into
more of a consulting position in his future.
* He is currently being published, and the exercise of doing so, as I envisioned, has provided
organization, structure, and a clear path with his everyday business practices and personal growth plan.
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WORK PORTFOLIO
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STRATEGIC THINKING

Save money   
Cut costs.   
Share resources.   
Work efficiently.

Make money   
Be purposeful with buying.   
Apply strategic product allocation and life cycles.   
Promote effectively.  

Either expand skus on "1-6 sku Factories", or eliminate them with a transition period by sourcing the
same or similar product with existing or new Factories.
Get latest Catalog of Collections from ALL Factories, determine to expand offerings or divorce
factories.
Provide "Add On Sales" card insert templates to all factories for products that have multiple skus for
"Additional Items Available" to be inserted into all related product boxes. 
Tighten Quality Control with new agreements. Hold last payment as escrow for possible refund of
breakage or mistakes.

Raise prices of Tier1 or Tier 2 selling items, that have less than 47% profit margin.
Drop items (liquidate or clearance) that are identified as Tier 3 in sales, with less than 47% profit
margin.
Identify & fix items that may have wrong data in the system. 
Assign Serving Sets & Accessories to a true lifecycle plan.

Rebrand

Red Vanilla has been mostly Wholesale over the past 16 years. Their website was an outdated
e-commerce (Zencart), with a very basic shopping experience.  The strategy was only to use it as a price
reference in comparison to all online distro accounts they have. (Macy's, BB&B, Wayfair, Amazon, etc).  

I suggested for their business to grow, and to best position them for Sale (retirement), they need: brand
recognition, product connection, and company storytelling. Over the past two years, we have not only
been converting the website and driving more web-direct sales, but acquiring other Brands either as a
partnership or under our umbrella.  Their final phase of web and e-commerce conversion has a 3/1/21
launch date.  This year, Red Vanilla will be majorly cross-promoted with Christopher Knight Brands, and
featured on HSN as a seasonal feature 3x/year. Red Vanilla is up 43% year over year.

Sourcing/ Production

I continuously challenge Mr. Blake to seek different perspectives, and opportunities to:

 I sometimes have to be creative to paint big picture planning, show quantitative theories and have
complete buy-in.  Red Vanilla historically relied on their Quick Books reports, where Factory Reports and
Sales Reports were generated separately.  I had to visually help them connect the dots, and make
different decisions.  Without having the ability to set new query criteria in their Quick Books systems, I
combined the data and created my own report showing my analysis and backing up my suggestions. 

I was able to make educated Business Suggestions:
Factories

Products
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WORK PORTFOLIO
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We are now utilizing my reports for improved visibility, tracking and proactive planning.


